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ven er iz tsugekumen leben mir un hot 
ongetsundn a fonar iz er a fal geton oyf mir un 
mir hobn zikh briderlekh tsekusht. dos iz geven 
Levit-der tekhnoruk fun der fabrik, vu mir hobn 
tsuzamen gearbet. 
mir zetsn zikh leben a boym un ikh dertseyl im 
oys vegn mayn veg, vi ikh bin gekumen aher un vi 
ikh bin antlofn fun toytnlager. alts dertseyl ikh im 
podrobne, vi azoy men hot avekgefirt di oytos 
(mit?) yidn in vald arayn tsum shisn un azoy 
vayter. Levit dertseylt mir zayne iberlebungen un 
az itst iz er in vald mit a grupe khaveyrim.  
 
zey zaynen tsvey un dreysik perzon. a sakh 
zaynen fun di vos hobn gearbet in Krinker makht-
organen, vi der sekretar fun raykos, der 
nashtshalnik fun NKVD un der direktor fun 
undzer leder-fabrik, Fridman. 
di ershte verter mayne tsu im zaynen geven: 
khaver Levit, ir vet mikh nemen mit ayer grupe! 
 
-dos ken ikh aleyn nisht bashtimen. bay undz iz 
faran a komendant un er vet bashtimen. ikh un 
Fridman veln zen, az men zol dikh onemen in 
undzer grupe(.) mir gefinen zikh ot in dem kant. 
du vest vartn biz morgn in der zelber tsayt un ikh 
vel dir zogn entfer. itst muz ikh geyn, vayl s’iz 
shoyn shpet un ikh darf fir azeyger zayn in 
bunker. 
 
mir hobn zikh gezegnt biz morgn. der gantser tog 
iz bay mir geven vi a yor. yede vayle hob ikh 

After he arrived next to me, lighting a headlight, 
he fell on me and we kissed as brothers. This was 
Levit- the technologist from the factory where 
we had worked together. 
 
We sit down next to a tree, and I tell him about 
my journey, how I got here, and how I escaped 
from the death camp. I tell him everything in 
detail, how the Jews were taken away on trucks 
into the forest to be shot, and so on. Levit tells 
me his experiences and that he is now in the 
forest with a group of comrades. 
 
There are 32 of them; many are former 
employees of the governing institutions of 
Krynki, such as the secretary of the „raykos“ 
(party committee), the chairman of the NKVD 
and the director of our leather factory, Fridman. 
My first words to him were, "comrade Levit, you 
must include me in your group!" 
 
"I can't decide that on my own. We have a 
commander, and he will decide about. I and 
Fridman will see to get you accepted into our 
group. We are here, in this area.  
Wait until tomorrow at the same time, and I will 
tell you the answer. Now I have to go, because it 
is already late, and I have to be back in the 
bunker at 5 o'clock." 
 
We said goodbye until tomorrow. The whole day 
seemed to me like a year. Every moment I looked 

 



gekukt oyfn zeyger un zikh keyn ort nisht 
gefunen. endlekh iz tsugefaln di nakht un tsu der 
opgeredter sho hot zikh Levit aroysgerukt fun 
tsvishn der fintsternish, zogndik a parol, velkhn 
mir hobn nekhtn bashtimt. 
 
-khaver Alyosha, du vest zayn mit undz!-dos 
zaynen geven di ershte verter zayne, ven mir 
hobn zikh getrofn. mayn frayd iz geven azoy 
groys, az ikh hob getantst vi a kind. 
Levit hot mikh geklapt iber der pleytse un in a 
halber sho arum zaynen mir shoyn geshtanen 
baym arayngang in bunker. der arayngang iz 
durkh an oysgehoyltn boym.  
ven mir zaynen arayn ineveynik, zaynen a tsen 
por oygn geven gevendet oyf mir. ikh hob zikh 
glaykh bakent mit yedn. mayn gantsn inventar 
hob ikh  

at the clock and could not find peace. Finally, 
night fell, and at the appointed hour Levit 
appeared in the darkness, reciting his watchword 
that we had determined yesterday. 
 
 
"Comrade Alyosha, you will be with us!" were his 
first words when we met. My joy was so great 
that I danced like a child. 
 
Levit patted me on the shoulder, and after half 
an hour we were already standing at the 
entrance to the bunker - a hollowed-out tree.  
 
When we entered, there were already ten pairs 
of eyes on me. I, immediately, introduced myself 
to all of them.  I put all my "inventory"  
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aropgeleygt oyf der erd un zikh gezetst oyf a 
kestl, vos iz geven ful mit mines, granatn un 
revolvern. 
der komandant- an alter groyer man fun a yor 
zekhtsik mit a sharfn blik. dos ponim-gekneytsht, 
ober ernst un shtreng mit a kurts geshoyrn, royt 
berdl. di figur-a hoykhe, abisele ayngeboygn.  
 
di iberike zaynen yunge. der yingster- iz akhtsn 
yor alt. ale zitsn oy der erd, vu s’iz ongeshit mokh 
un oysgeshpreyt etlekhe koldres. do gefinen zikh 

down on earth, and sat down on a box that was 
full of mines, grenades and revolvers.  
 
The commander, an old man of 60 with a sharp 
look, has a wrinkled but serious and stern face 
with a short-shaven red beard. 
In terms of stature, he is tall and a little inclined.  
 
The rest are young people; the youngest is 18 
years old. Everyone is sitting on the floor, where 
moss is piled up and several blankets are spread 

 



tsen perzon. di iberike hobn nokh tsvey bunkers 
tsu elf perzon. di hoykh fun bunker iz tsvey 
meter. ibern kop hengen tsugeklapt etlekhe 
laylekher, velkhe farhitn az di erd zol zikh nit 
shitn oyfn ponim. di gelegers zaynen eyns leben 
tsveytn in a ray, es lign ongevorfn farshidene 
kleyder, tsivile un militerishe. in der zayt,  
 
baym arayngang, shteyt a fesl fun benzin-a fuls 
mit vaser. in tsveytn ek shteyt a tveyt fesl, 
velkhes dint far an oyvn. der roykh geyt aroys 
ergets vayt fun bunker, unter der erd. di luft iz 
shtikndik. di ershte por minut, ven ikh bin arayn- 
hob ikh zikh gefilt zeyer shlekht. es hot mir 
oysgefelt luft. shpeter hob ikh zikh tsugevoynt vi 
alts. 
 
basheftikung fun di khaveyrim iz geven shpiln in 
kortn, putsn di biksn un maystereven arum mines 
un granatn, velkhe zaynen farzshavert tsulibn 
valgern zikh in vald untern regn. 
 
tif in der erd iz geven ayngegrobn a fas, velkhes iz 
geven ful mit fleysh, bashotn mit zalts un 
tsibeles. dos likht iz gekumen fun a 
benzinmashinke, velkhe iz geshtanen oyfn oyvn 
un a baysiker roykh hot geshtokhn di oygn.  oyf 
keynem hot dos shoyn nit gemakht keyn virkung, 
bloyz oyf mir. di oygn hobn mir getrert un ven ikh 
shem zikh nit, volt ikh gebetn men zol mikh 
aroysfirn in droysn, oyf frisher luft. 
 

out. There are 10 people here, the rest are 
distributed in two more bunkers of 11 people 
each. The bunker is two meters high. Several 
linens hang over the heads, to prevent earth 
from falling on our faces. There are two couches 
next to each other in a row; different clothes, 
civilian and military, are lying thrown together.  
 
On the side, by the entrance, there is a gasoline 
barrel filled with water. In the other corner is 
standing a second barrel, which serves as a stove. 
The smoke escapes somewere underground, far 
away from the bunker. The air is stuffy. The first 
few minutes after I came in, I felt very bad. I was 
short of air. But later, I got used to it, like to 
everything else. 
 
The activity of the comrades consisted in playing 
cards, cleaning the rifles and puttering around 
the mines and grenades that had rusted after 
being exposed to rain in the forest. 
 
Buried deep in the earth, there was a barrel full 
of meat, which was piled with salt and onions. 
The light came from a gasoline-powered 
generator, sitting on top of the stove, with  its 
acrid smell stinging the eyes. No one was 
bothered by this anymore, except me. My eyes 
were watering, and if I hadn't been ashamed of 
it, I would have asked to be guided outside, into 
the fresh air. 
 



gor oyfn tsveytn un dritn tog iz shoyn geven 
badeytndik beser. dos esn iz geven zeyer gut. 
oykh broyt iz geven. fun vanen men hot dos alts 
bakumen veys ikh nit, vayl ikh fil zikh nokh a 
„griner“. der komendant hot mikh bakant 
gemakht mitn reglament fun der grupe. di 
distsiplin iz geven zeyer a shtarke, fil 

But on the second and third day, I could already 
stand it significantly better. The food was very 
good, there was also bread. I don’t know, where 
this all comes from, and I still feel like a "griner" 
(inexperienced). The commander introduced me 
to the group rules. Discipline was very strong, 
much 
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shtarker vi in militer. ikh hob nisht getort 
aroysgeyn a minut fun bunker.  
 
oykh iz ineveynik geshtanen a fas, a „paroshka“, 
in velkhn itlekher hot zikh „derleydikt“ un az es 
flegt ful vern, flegt men dos mit an emer 
avektrogn tsum taykhl - a drey kilometer vayt fun 
bunker. 
 
di ershte vokh fleg ikh zitsn ineveynik baym fayer 
un alts dertseylt vegn di daytshn, vi zey 
mordeven di gefangene in lager. dos ershte vos 
ikh hob geton iz in an oyfdernakht, tsuzamen mit 
nokh a khaver, avektrogn di paroshka tsum 
taykhl.  
far der ershter vokh flegn di iberike khaveyrim 
etlekhe mol avekgeyn azeyger tsvelf un fartog 
tsurikkumen, mitbrengendik mit zikh farshidene 
esnvarg, kleyder, tabak.  

stricter than in the military. I was not allowed to 
leave the bunker for a single minute.  
 
Inside, there was also a barrel, the "paroshka", 
into which everyone "relieved" themselves. And 
when it was full, the contents were carried with a 
bucket to the river, which was three kilometers 
away from the bunker.  
 
The first week, I sat inside by the fire, telling all 
about the Germans, murdering the prisoners in 
the camp. My first activity was, to carry away the 
paroshka to the river in the evening, together 
with a comrade.  
 
During the first week, the other comrades left 
several times at "12 o'clock“ (midnight) and 
returned at dawn, bringing with them various 
food, clothes and tobacco.  

 



der bunker iz geven gantse nakht bavakht un 
banakht flegn ale shlofn, oder men flegt zikh 
dertseyln mayses un vitsn. der komendant flegt 
oft haltn politishe redes. er flegt oft zitsn un 
maystreven granatn un mines.  
 
mayn revolver iz zey zeyer gefeln gevorn un der 
komendant hot im genumen far zikh un zikh 
getsatsket mit im. revolvern zaynen gelegn a 
sakh, ober ale farzshavert, oder mit shlekhte 
shleser. granatn zaynen geven a sakh. biksn- tsu 
tsvey por a perzon. mine-varfers oykh etlekhe. 
yeder gever iz gelegn bazunder un men flegt dos 
zeyer hitn, putsn un shmirn. 
 
nokh tsen teg hot men mikh shoyn bashtimt tsu 
haltn vakh arum dem bunker un ikh bin shoyn 
geven mer heymisher. ikh hob zikh shoyn 
„oysgegrint“. men hot mikh shoyn mitgenumen 
oyf arbet in di derfer. dos iz mir zeyer gefeln 
gevorn.  
 
mir flegn a gantsn dorf haltn unter shrek, az 
keyner flegt nisht vagn aroystsugeyn a trot. oyf 
arbet flegn mir geyn ale dreysik perzon. drey 
flegn blaybn hitn di bunkers. 
undzer grupe iz nokh mit keynem nisht 
geshtanen in farbindung. mir hobn alts geton oyf 
eygener hant. der tsil iz geven tsuersht ongreytn 
a sakh esn oyfn vinter un dan onheybn bafaln 
dem soyne. oyfraysn banen un brikn un azoy 
vayter. 

The bunker was guarded all night, and at night, 
everyone used to either sleep or tell each other 
stories and jokes. The commander often made 
political speeches or sat, tinkering with grenades 
and mines.  
 
They really liked my revolver, and the 
commander took it and played around with it. 
There were many revolvers lying around, but all 
of them were rusted or had bad locks. 
There were also many grenades and mine 
launchers, as well as rifles - two for each person. 
Each rifle was stored separately, and they were 
very well guarded, cleaned and lubricated.  
 
After ten days, I was already assigned to keep 
watch around the bunker, and I was already 
much more familiar with everything. Actually, I 
had "oysgegrint" (acclimatized) myself. I was 
already taken to work in the villages, which I 
liked very much. 
 
We used to scare a whole village so much that no 
one dared to take a step out (of their house). 
Thirty of us went to work. Three stayed there to 
guard the bunkers.  
Our group was not yet in contact with anyone. 
We did everything on our own initiative. Our goal 
was to first accumulate a lot of food supplies for 
the winter and then start attacking the enemy by 
detonate the railroad, the bridges, and so on. 
 



tsu di derfer velkhe zaynen geven a 10-12 
kilometer fun undz flegn mir aroysgeyn ale gut 
bavofnt fun kop biz di fis. aroysmarshirn 

To the villages that were 10-12 kilometers away 
from us, we all went well armed from head to 
toe. We used to start marching 
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flegn mir azeyger tsen banakht un 
tsurikmarshirn-ful gelodn-azeyger drey fartog. in 
di derfer flegn mir zayn di balebatim. 
 
merstns flegn mir nehmen bay di raykhe, 
shlekhte poyerim, oder mir flegn tsunemen dos 
vos der saltis fun dorf flegt onzamlen far di 
daytshn. 
mit di poyerim flegn mir zikh gut bageyn. oyf 
keyn vidershtand flegn mir nisht ontrefn. bloyz 
oyf geveynerayen. nor mir flegn zikh derfar nisht 
shrekn. mir flegn handlen konkret, dreyst un 
shnel. di poyerim flegn nisht meldn di daytshn, 
vayl mir flegn shtreng onzogn:  
oyb ir vet meldn, veln mir dos gantse dorf 
aveklozn mit roykh. 
 
eynike mol flegn mir trefn zeyer gute shpayz 
tsum nehmen un es flegt zayn zeyer shver biz mir 
flegn dos dershlepn tsum bunker. 
mit der oysgegrobener erd flegn mir zayn zeyer 
forzikhtik. ven mir flegn oysgrobn in bunker a 
grub oyf tsu bahaltn di shpayz, flegn mir yeder 
bisl erd avektrogn in zak tsum taykhl un dos 
oysmishn mit vaser. di arbet flegn makhn 

at 10 o'clock at night and returned, fully loaded, 
at three o'clock in the morning. In the villages, 
we were the bosses. 
 
Mostly, we take (goods) from the rich, bad 
farmers, or we take, what the village magistrate 
has accumulated for the Germans. 
 
We used to get along well with the farmers and, 
usually, meet no resistance, only moaning and 
groaning. But this does not deter us. We act 
concretely, boldly and quickly. The peasants 
don't care to report (the incidents) to the 
Germans, because we tell them sternly,  
"If you report it, we'll leave the whole village in 
smoke and ashes!"  
 
A few times, we come across very good food to 
take home, but it is usually very exhausting, until 
we have hauled all this to the bunker.  
We are very careful with the excavated earth. 
When we dig a pit in the bunker to hide food, we 
carry every bit of earth away in a bag to the river 
and mix it with water there.  This work is always 
done by those who had been standing guard. 

 



shtendik di, velkhe zaynen geshtanen oyf der 
vakh. 
yeder shtikl gever, vos mir flegn gefinen in vald, 
iz geven far undz an oytser. der komendant flegt 
dos putsn un brengen in ordenung oyf tsu kenen 
es shpeter farvendn. 
mit yedn tog flegt undzer inventar vern greser un 
raykher. kokhn hobn mir gekokht bloyz eyn mol 
in tog, vayl der roykh in bunker flegt zayn zeyer a 
shtarker un mir hobn nit gekent shlofn. di oygn 
flegn brenen un trern. 
 
azoy hobn mir gelebt tsuzamen tsvey khadoshim 
un mir hot zikh oysgedakht, az mir zaynen shoyn 
azoy tsvey yor. 
Levit iz geven mayn perzenlekher khaver. mir 
flegn zikh dermonen amol, vi mir flegn tsuzamen 
arbetn, vi er flegt mir gebn lektsyes. Levit hot nor 
gebetn bay komendant a derloybenish tsu geyn 
keyn Krinik un oyfraysn(1) di leder-fabrik. der 
komendant hot dos opgeleynt fun tog tsu tog.  
 
mir hobn zikh gefunen arum 30-40 kilometer fun 
mayn geburt-shtetl. 

 
 
Every weapon we find in the forest is a treasure 
for us. The commander takes care of cleaning 
them and putting them in order for later use. 
 
With each passing day, our inventory grows 
larger and more extensive. We cook only once a 
day, because the smoke in the bunker is very 
strong, and we would not have been able to 
sleep otherwise; our eyes would water and burn. 
 
So we lived together for two months, and it felt 
like it had been two years. 
 
Levit was my personal comrade. 
We once reminisced about how we worked 
together and how he lectured to me. Levit now 
(lit. „only“) requested permission from the 
commander to go to Krynki and to detonate the 
leather factory. But each day again, the 
commander refused to accept it.  
We were standing about 30-40 kilometers away 
from my birth shtetl. 
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ikh fleg tomid reydn mit Levitn, az me darf 
tsugeyn keyn Krinik un aroysnemen di yugnt, 
ober der komendant hot dos nisht derloybt.  

I kept talking to Levit that we had to go to Krynki 
to take the youth out, but the commander did 
not allow it.  

 



er hot nit gevolt, az undzer grupe zol zikh 
fargresern, vayl keyn kamf-arbet hobn mir nokh 
nit gefirt. mir hobn zikh nor tsu dem gegreyt.  
der komendant hot tsuersht gevolt kumen in 
farbindung mitn shtab fun di partizanen un dan 
onheybn aktsyes loyt a plan. azoy volt es 
gebrakht mer derfolg. 
 
eyn mol arum tsen azeyger, zaynen mir aroys ale 
dreysik in a vaytn dorf arayn in velkhn mir zaynen 
nokh keynmol nit geven. nor di poyerim fun di 
derfer vu mir zaynen geven, flegn undz alts 
onvayzn oyf dem dorf, az es iz zeyer a raykhs un 
az dort zaynen nishto keyn daytshn. 
 
mer vi tsvey sho hot gedoyert der veg ahin. dos 
ershte flegn mir dos dorf arumringlen, az keyner 
zol fun dort nisht aroys un dan flegn mir 
arayngeyn tsum ershtn poyer merstnteyl tsu an 
oremen un alts oysfregn:  
vu der saltis voynt un tsi er hot ongezamlt shpayz 
far di daytshn un vi iz zayn batsiung tsu di 
poyerim un azoy vayter. 
 
dos mol bin ikh geshtanen oyf vakh arum dorf. di 
iberike khaveyrim zaynen avek un in a halber sho 
arum hot zikh derhert a shos fun a revolver. vider 
iz shtil gevorn. di nakht iz geven zeyer a likhtike. 
di levone hot afile geloykhtn un eyner hot dem 
tsveytn gut gezen. 
in a sho arum zaynen di khaveyrim 
tsurikgekumen mitfirndik a vogn tsu velkhn s’iz 
geven tsugeshpant a ferd. in vogn zaynen gelegn 

He didn't want our group to increase because we 
weren't doing any fighting activities yet. We were 
just preparing for it.  
First, the commander wanted to get in touch 
with the partisan staff and then carry out actions 
according to a plan.  
It should bring more success that way. 
 
Once, about ten o'clock, all thirty of us left, and 
entered a distant village, where we had never 
been before. But the farmers of the villages 
where we had been before, used to point out to 
us that this village was very rich and that no 
Germans were there. 
 
It took longer than two hours, to get there. First, 
we usually surrounded the village, so that no one 
from there would come out, and then we went 
to the first farmer, usually a poor one, and asked 
him about everything:  
"Where does the village magistrate live? Has he 
accumulated food for the Germans?" and, "what 
is his relationship with the farmers?" And so on... 
 
 This time I stood guard around the village. The 
rest of the comrades were gone, and after half 
an hour, a revolver shot was heard. After that it 
was quiet again. This night was very bright. The 
moon was also shining, and one could see each 
other well. 
After an hour, the comrades came back, bringing 
a cart with a horse harnessed in front of it. 



farshidene zakhn un der komendant hot 
tsurikgetsoygn di vakh. mir hobn zikh gelozt mit 
shnele trit tsum bunker tsu. 
 
oyfn veg vu mir hobn zikh gedarft farnemen tsum 
vald, iz dos ferd mitn vogn shteyn geblibn. mir 
hobn alts opgelodn un yeder hot epes genumen. 
ober ale zakhn hobn mir nisht gekent farnemen. 
hobn mir dos iberike gelozt lign, abisl farmaskirt 
mit tsvaygn. 
 
 dos ferd mitn vogn oysgekerevet tsum dorf un 
opgelozt, az dos ferd zol tsurikgeyn ahin fun 
vanen es iz gekumen. der veg iz geven zeyer a 
shverer. di beymer gedikht eyner leben tsveytn, 

There were various things in the cart, and the 
commander moved the guards away. We made 
our way to the bunker with quick steps. 
 
When we had to turn on the path towards the 
forest, the horse and his cart stopped. We 
unloaded all the stuff and everyone took 
something. However, we could not grab all the 
things, so we left the rest and camouflaged it a 
little with branches.  
 
We steered the horse with the cart towards the 
village and let it go to run back to where it had 
come from. The path was very difficult to walk, 
the trees were very close together. 
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 ober mir hobn zikh tsugeshlogn tsum bunker, 
alts gelozt lign un der komendant hot bafoyln mir 
zoln shnel geyn nehmen di iberike zakhn. mir 
zaynen avek- ale dreysik un ven mir zaynen 
ongekumen oyf dem plats iz shoyn geven gut 
likhtik, arum fir azeyger fartog. 
 
plutsung hern mir vi es dertrogt zikh tsu undz a 
klapn fun ferd-podkoves. mir shtrengen on di 
oyern un der klang dernentert zikh. der 
komendant hot bay zikh gehat a lorgete(1) un 

Anyway, we reached the bunker, put everything 
down for now, and the commander ordered us 
to leave again quickly and get the rest of the 
things. So all thirty of us left, and when we got to 
the spot, it was really light out, about 4 in the 
morning. 
 
Suddenly, we hear the clatter of horseshoes. We 
prick up our ears and the sound approaches. The 
commander carried a lorgnette(1), and after his 
first glance, we hear his command: 

 



nokh zayn ershtn blik hert zikh a bafel: ale oyf 
beymer! tsu drey-fir man oyf a boym! 
 
shnel zaynen mir ale geven tsvishn di tsvaygn, ale 
in eyn punkt. der komendant iz gezesn kegniber 
mayn boym. 
-ale greyt-haltn di granatn!-hert zikh a bafel. 
mir zitsn ale haltndik greyt di granatn un 
revolvern  in di hent. 
-daytshn reytn oyf ferd-hert zikh der komendants 
shtim-vartn oyf mayn bafel! ven ikh vel zogn 
„fayer“, dan zolt ir ongreyfn-redt tsu undz der 
komendant un zayne oygn kukn ongeshtrengt in 
der lorgete arayn. 
 
 
a hundert meter fun undz zaynen shteyn geblibn 
di daytshn un zeyere ferd ongebundn tsu di 
beymer. mir zeen vi zey sharn zikh fun boym tsu 
boym un efenen a shiseray oyf blind in vald 
arayn. der daytshisher leytenant fort aleyn oyfn 
ferd un shrayt epes tsu di, velkhe loyfn fun boym 
tsu boym. 
 
plutsung hot eyner bamerkt a zekl mit mel un 
glaykh zaynen zey zikh tsuzamengeloyfn kimat 
ale arum dem zekl un der leytenant shrayt oys 
oyfn kol: 
-do muzn zayn di banditn. gut bashisn yedn 
boym! 
 

"Everybody up in the trees! Three to four men to 
a tree each!" 
 
Quickly, we were all among the branches, all in 
one place. The commander was sitting on the 
tree opposite me. 
„Everybody get the grenades ready!“ 
he orders. We all sit there, holding the grenades 
and revolvers in our hands. 
"There are Germans, riding horses“, we hear the 
commander's voice, "wait for my order! When I 
say 'fire',  attack!". And while speaking to us, the 
commander‘s  eyes are looking strained through 
the lorgnette. 
 
 
A hundred meters from us, the Germans stopped 
and tied their horses to the trees.  
We see them shuffle themselves from tree to 
tree, and then start a blind shootout in the 
woods. Only the German lieutenant  is still riding 
on his horse and shouts something to those who 
run from tree to tree. 
 
Suddenly, one of them notices a sack of flour, 
and immediately, almost everyone comes 
running around the sack, and the lieutenant 
shouts loudly: 
"The bandits must be here! Fire heavily at every 
tree!" 
 



mir zitsn ongeshtrengt, tsugetulyet tsu di 
gedikhte tsvaygn. yeder halt greyt di granatn. es 
derhert zikh a geshray:  
„Ogon“ (fayer)! 
es lozn zikh in der luft granatn oyf di daytshn. a 
shvartser roykh rayst zikh tsum himl. di ferd 
hirzshen un a shiseray fun mashin-gever falt oyf 
undz. mir shpringen shnel arop fun di beymer 
 

We are sitting strained, nestled against the 
branches, everyone is holding ready the 
grenades. There, we hear a shout: 
" Ogon! (Fire!)" 
Through the air, shells are falling on the 
Germans. A black smoke rises to the sky. The 
horses neigh, and shots from machine guns hit in 
our direction. We quickly jump down from the 
trees. 

1)lorgete, lorgnette: I think that here in the text, it is a special telescope for military purposes https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorgnette 
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un der komendant loyft der ershter tsum 
shvartsn roykh. mir ale- nokh im.  
 
yederer varft a granat un shist fun di revolvern 
un oytomatn. mir zaynen opgelofn a fuftsik 
meter un shteyn geblibn. di daytshn zaynen zikh 
tselofn un gelozt di ferd tsugebundn tsu di 
beymer. 
glaykh git der komendant a bafel shisn di ferd un 
ale farvundete daytshn!  
 
 
shnel nehmen mir mit undzere drey farvundete 
khaveyrim un lozn iber finf toyte. di shlakht hot 
undz gekost akht khaveyrim un di daytshishe 
merder hobn gelozt akhtsn toyte un farvundete. 
di farvundete zeyere hobn mir glaykh gemakht 
toyt. tsugenumen dos daytshishe gever, vos zey 

Our  commander is the first to run to the black 
smoke - and all of us after him.  
 
Each (of us) throws a grenade and fires shots 
from our revolvers and 'machine guns' 
(„oytomatn“). After 50 meters that we have 
sprinted forward, we stop. The Germans have 
scattered, leaving behind their horses tied to the 
trees. Immediately, the commander gives the 
order to shoot the horses and all wounded 
Germans! 
 
We quickly take our three wounded comrades 
leaving five dead.  The battle has cost us eight 
comrades and the German murderers have lost 
18 dead and wounded. Their wounded we killed 
immediately and took their weapons, which they 
left behind. And with quick steps, we run away to 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorgnette


hobn farlozt un mit shnele trit zaynen mir avek 
tsum bunker. on der shpayz, ober mitnemendik a 
sakh daytshishe biksn, mashin-gever un kleyder. 
 
yederer iz geven nas fun shveys. ven mir zaynen 
ongekumen tsu di bunkers iz shoyn geven neyn 
azeyger. glaykh hobn mir opgevisht yedn shpur 
un zikh aropgelozt in di bunkers. yederer iz 
avekgefaln a mider oyfn geleger.  
 
di farvundete hobn geshrien un zikh gebetn men 
zol zey dershisn. tsvey zaynen geven laykht 
farvundet un eyner shver, velkhn men hot take in 
zelbn tog geshosn. er iz gelegn mit undz in 
bunker, tsuzamen mit undz.  
zeks khaveyrim hobn mir shoyn farloyrn.  
di shtimung iz geven a troyerike. di geshrayen 
fun di farvundete zaynen gevorn shtarker un mit 
vos zey tsu heyln di vundn hobn mir nisht gehat. 
 
mit undz iz geven a militerisher doktor, ober mit 
hoyle hent hot er gornit gekent helfn. 
fir teg zaynen mir nisht aroys fun bunker. der 
dokter hot farlangt farshidene medikamentn un 
hot forgeleygt men zol shikn tsvey perzon, tsivil 
ongeton, in shtot un zen bakumen bay a dokter 
farshidene meditsinishe un farmatseoytishe 
artiklen.  
 
der komandant hot bashtimt mikh mit Levitn tsu 
geyn. mir hobn ongenumen di bashtimung un 
bashlosn tsu geyn keyn Krinik. dort hob ikh 
bakante doktoyrim un ikh vel alts bakumen. es 

the bunker, without the food, but with many 
German rifles, machine guns and clothes. 
 
 
Everyone was drenched in sweat. When we 
arrived at the bunkers, it was already nine 
o'clock. Immediately, we covered all the tracks 
and headed down to the bunkers. Everyone 
tiredly fell onto the couches.  
 
The wounded were screaming and begging to be 
shot. Two were lightly wounded and one 
seriously, and he was really shot the same day. 
He remained lying in the bunker together with 
us.  
We had already lost six comrades!  
We were in a sad mood, the cries of the 
wounded grew stronger, but we had nothing 
with which to heal their wounds. 
 
Among us was a military doctor, but empty-
handed even he could not help. 
For four days we did not leave the bunker. The 
doctor asked for various medicines and 
suggested to send two people in civilian clothes 
to the city to get various medical and 
pharmaceutical items from a doctor there.  
 
 
The commander determined that I and Levit 
should go. We agreed and decided to go to 
Krynki. There, I knew doctors from whom I would 
receive everything needed. 



hot mikh oykh getsoygn tsu zen un zikh dervisn 
epes vegn mayn familye. 

 I was also drawn there to see my family and get 
information about them.  
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mir hobn genumen tsu tsvey revolvern un zikh 
gelozt in veg. tsvey teg hot gedoyert biz mir 
zaynen ongekumen in Shalker wald.  
do hot Levit gedarft vartn oyf mir a gantsn tog un 
farnakht vel ikh tsurikkumen.  
dem revolver hob ikh obgegebn Levitn. mir hobn 
zikh gezegnt. 
 
ikh bin avek tsu a bakantn poyer, im alts 
oysgefregt, vegn di yidn, vu zey gefinen zikh un 
vu zey arbetn. fun poyer bin ikh gevoyr gevorn 
zeyer fil zakhn. ale yidn voynen shoyn in a geto, 
zeyer in a shlekhter lage. zeyer fil yidn hobn di 
daytshishe merder geshosn. 
 
 
der poyer dertseylt mir vegn a yidn, Berl Tevel, 
velkhn men hot gefirt tsum shisn tsuzamen mit 
nokh tsvantsik perzon. Berl Tevel iz geven der 
eyntsiker velkher iz nit dershosn gevorn. di koyl iz 
farbay leben di lungen un aroys untern orem. er 
iz oyfgeshtanen un mit vaklendike trit avek in 
shtetl tsum ershtn heyzl un itst iz er in geto „er 
lebt“-zogt mir der poyer. 
 

We took two revolvers and set out on  
our way. 
 It took us two days, to get to the Shalker Forest. 
Here, Levit was to wait for me for a whole day 
until I would return in the evening. I handed my 
revolver to Levit and we said goodbye to each 
other. 
 
I left for a well-known farmer and asked him 
everything about the Jews, where they were 
being now and where they were working. 
I got a lot of information from the farmer. All the 
Jews were already living in the ghetto, being in a 
bad situation. Very many Jews had been shot by 
the German murderers.  
 
The farmer tells me about a Jew, Berl Tevel, who 
was led to be shot along with another twenty 
people. Berl was the only one who was not shot. 
The bullet passed next to his lungs and exited 
under his arm. 
He got up and walked with shaky steps back to 
the shtetl to the first house, and now he is in the 
ghetto, "he is alive", the farmer tells me. 
 

 



ikh hob dertseylt dem poyer, az ikh kum fun 
Grodne un veys gornit vos mit mayn familye iz.  
in geto bin ikh arayn tsuzamen mit di fabrik-
arbeter, velkhe zaynen gegangen geshlosn tsu 
der arbet un tsurik. 
 
ven ikh hob oyfgemakht di tir fun undzer shtub, 
iz mayn mame gefaln oyf der erd. di shvesterlekh 
hobn geveynt arum mir. ikh hob mayn mamen un 
tatn nisht derkent. vi shreklekh zey hobn zikh 
geendert! 
der tate hot mikh derzen, hot er zikh shtil 
tseveynt far frayd. ikh hob gornit dertseylt vu ikh 
bin geven un vu ikh bin itst. dos iz a sod un afile 
tate-mame torn dos nit visn. 
 
ikh hob zikh dervust zeyer a sakh nayes vegn 
fraynt un khaveyrim, vemen di merder hobn 
geshosn. oykh hot men mir dertseylt, az fuftsik 
yidn arbetn oyfn shosey. ale mayne fraynt 
zaynen gekumen tsu mir. zey hobn mikh shoyn 
gehat farrekhnt tsvishn di toyte.  
 
mayn kuzine, Libe Yelinovitsh Levi, dertseylt mir, 
vi men hot zi gepeynikt baym araynkloybn zikh in 
geto. di merder hobn zi fotografirt mit a  

I told the farmer that I came from Grodno, not 
knowing how my family was.  
Together with the factory workers, who always 
walked united to and from work , I entered the 
ghetto. 
 
When I opened the door of our house, my 
mother fell over on the ground. My sisters 
around me were crying. I did not recognize my 
Mom and my Dad. How terribly they had 
changed! 
When Dad saw me, he wept silently with joy. I 
told no one, where I had been and where I was 
standing now. This was a secret, and even my 
parents were not allowed to know. 
 
I learned a lot of new things concerning some 
friends and comrades, (also?), who had been 
shot by the murderers. I was also told that 50 
Jews were working on the highway. All my 
friends came to me; they had already suspected 
me among the dead.  
 
My cousin, Libe Jelinovitch Levi, tells me how 
they tormented her while she was moving into 
the ghetto. The killers photographed her with a  

 
 
 
 



 
Drawing courtesy of the painter, Zdzislaw Nitka 
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bezim in hant, di hor tsevorfn un hobn ir geheysn 
zikh kayklen oyf der erd un dos alts fotografirt. 
nokh farshidene peynikungen hot men ongeton 
yidn, velkhe hobn getrogn berd. 
 
dem zelbn tog hob ikh nisht gekent avekgeyn fun 
geto. di ale zakhn vos undzer dokter hot mir 
oyfgeshribn, hob ikh bakumen bay a yidishn 
dokter, Likhtenshteyn. oyf tsumorgns hob ikh 
bashtimt tsu farlozn dem geto un keynem nit 
zogn.  
nor dem tatn vel ikh zogn, vayl der tate hot tsu 
mir gezogt ven ikh bin gekumen: farvos bin ikh 
nit mit di partizanen? farvos bin ikh vider in di 
lapes fun di merder? 
oyf di ale fragen hob ikh itst nit geentfert, ober 
ikh hob bashlosn tsu fartroyen dem tatn mayn 
emese lage un vegn dem, az ikh gey tsurik in vald 
arayn.  
di medikamentn hob ikh gut bahaltn un ikh hob 
shoyn oysgearbet a plan, vi ikh zol aroysgeyn fun 
geto, nisht durkhn toyer. 
 
mayn yingern bruder, Perets hob ikh getrofn in 
shtub. er iz mit nokh tsvey khaveyrim 
tsurikgekumen fun Minsk. es iz im nisht gelungen 
adurkhtsugeyn di shtot un a (zayn?) grupe hot 
zikh gemuzt tsuriktsien.  

broom in her hand and her hair tousled, and 
ordered her to roll around on the ground while 
they took pictures. Jews who wore beards were 
also tormented in various ways.  
 
That same day I could not leave the ghetto. All 
the things that our doctor had written down for 
me, I got from a Jewish doctor, Lichtenshtein. I 
decided to leave the ghetto early in the morning 
without telling anyone. 
 
Only my Dad I wanted to let know, because when 
I came, he asked me why I was not with the 
partisans, but back in the claws of the murderers. 
I had not answered all the questions, but 
decided, to trust  my actual situation to my 
father, and to tell him  that I would go back to 
the forest again.  
 
I had hidden the medication well, and I had 
already worked out a plan, to leave the ghetto 
without going through the gate. 
 
In our house, I met my younger brother, Peretz. 
He had returned from Minsk with two other 
comrades, and, not being able to get through this 
city, his  group had to retreat. 
 

 



mayn bruder hot mir dertseylt, vi azoy er hot 
mikh farloyrn un er iz shoyn geven zikher, az 
kh’bin gefaln in kamf.  
 
dem tog vos ikh bin gezesn in geto hot zikh mir 
oysgevizn, vi kh’volt geven farshpart in a shtayg, 
vi a gefangener foygl. 
a gantsn tog hot zikh nit farmakht di tir fun 
naygerike mentshn, velkhe zaynen gekumen 
mikh zen un bay mir gevolt dergeyn vu ikh bin di 
gantse tsayt geven. yeder hot mikh gefregt oyf 
zayne kinder oder mener, velkhe zaynen 
tsuzamen mit mir avekgelofn mit der armey.  
ikh hob nor getaynet, az ikh veys fun keynem nit, 
az ikh bin gelegn in Grodne in a shpital. 
 
di sho hot zikh dernentert un ikh hob bashlosn 
zikh tsu lozn in veg arayn, tsu di khaveyrim, 
velkhe vartn mit groys umgeduld oyf mayn 
kumen.  
ot her ikh nokh di geshrayen fun di farvundete 
khaveyrim, velkhe betn zikh me zol zi dershisn un 
ot her ikh di klore, bafelerishe shtim fun 
komandant, mir zoln zikh nit zamen, nur zen vos 

My brother told me, how he had lost me, being 
already sure then that I had fallen in battle. 
 
 
The day I was in the ghetto, I felt like I was locked 
in a cage, like a caught bird. 
 
For a whole day, our door did not close, because 
many curious people came to see me, trying to 
get informations, where I had been all the time. 
Everyone asked me about their children or men 
who had fled with me, along with the army. 
 
I just said that I didn't know about anyone, 
because I had been lying in the Grodno hospital. 
 
The hour approached, and I decided to make my 
way to my comrades, who were waiting with 
great impatience for my arrival.  
 
The screams of the wounded comrades who ask 
to be shot, are still very present to me, as is the 
commandant's clear commanding voice that we 
should not be late, but return as soon  
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shneler tsu kumen, vayl mir geyen in zeyer a 
vikhtiker shlikhes - rateven drey khaveyrim! 

as possible, because we were on a very 
important mission - namely to save three 
comrades! 

 



dem tatn hob ikh gezogt, az ikh gey avek in vald 
un az in etlekhe vokhn arum vel ikh kumen un 
aroysnemen fun geto etlekhe mentshn.  
keyner hot nisht gevust ven ikh bin 
aroysgegangen. in geto iz geven shtil, di gasn un 
heyf zaynen geven ayngehilt in a troyer-mantl. 
 
ikh nem mayn ruk-zak, velkhn ikh hob gehat 
farbahaltn unter di trep un loz zikh tsum parkan 
fun geto, kegniber der tserkve.  
Kh’varf a blik oyf der tsveyter zayt. s’iz shtil. dos 
shmole gesl iz pust. shnel shpring ikh ariber dem 
parkan un gey glaykh mitn feld tsum Shalker vald, 
vu Levit vart oyf mir mit umgeduld.  
 
 
ot hob ikh shoyn gelozt di elektrovnye  in der zayt 
un nem zikh mit shnele trit, durkh di Alshinkes, 
tsum vald. 
plutsung derher ikh a geroysh fun a mototsikl. ikh 
fal tsu der erd un in der zelber minut flit a koyl 
iber mayn kop. dem ruk-zak hob ikh avekgevorfn 
in a zayt. ikh derher a geshray fun a daytsh: 
-Halt! 
 
der mototsikl iz shteyn geblibn un shvere trit 
dernentern zikh tsu mir. ikh lig ayngetsoygn mitn 
ponim tsu der erd. 
-hent hoykh! -her ikh a kalte shtime un a klap 
mitn shtivl in der zayt. 
ikh shtey oyf a blaser un halt shoyn di hent 
oyfgehoybn 

I told my father that I was leaving for the wood 
and that after several weeks, I would come to get 
a lot of people out of the ghetto.  
Nobody noticed, when I left. It was quiet in the 
ghetto; the streets and courtyards were wrapped 
in a cloak of sadness. 
 
I take my backpack that I had hidden under the 
stairs and walk to the fence of the ghetto, 
opposite the Christian church. 
I take a glance to the other side; it's quiet, the 
narrow street is empty. I quickly jump over the 
fence and walk straight across the field to the 
Shalker Forest, where Levit is impatiently waiting 
for me. 
 
Just now, I’m leaving sideways the "Elektrownia" 
(power station) and take quick steps through the 
"Alshinkes" to the forest. Suddenly, I hear the 
sound of a motorcycle. I let myself fall to the 
ground and at the same time, a bullet is flying 
over my head. I’ve thrown my backpack aside. I 
hear a German scream:  
“Halt! - Stop!” 
 
The motorcycle has stopped and heavy steps are 
approaching me. I am lying tense, with my face 
to the ground. 
"Hands up!" I hear a cold voice and get a boot 
kick in the side.  
Being pale, I get up and already have put my 
hands up. 



-vos makhstu, du farflukhter yid?- vider a klap 
mitn shtivl in boykh. 
 
 ikh bin di ershte minut tsetumlt gevorn un veys 
nisht vos tsu entfern. 
plutsung nemt der daytsher zshandar aroys a 
keytele un mayne hent zaynen shoyn gebundn. a 
shtoys in rukn un a geshray: Foroys! 
bald bamerkt er in der zayt dem ruk-zak un mit 
bayde hent a khap geton. 
-o, itst iz mir shoyn klor farvos du host zikh 
farshtekt! du farflukhter yude! 

"What are you doing there, you damn Jew?" -
another boot kick in my stomach. 

 
At first, I am too upset to know what to answer. 
Suddenly, the gendarme takes out a chain, and 
immediately my hands are cuffed. This is 
followed by a kick in the back and a shout: 
"Ahead!"  
But soon he notices the backpack and grabs it 
with both hands. 
"Oh, I already know, why you were hiding! You 
damn Jew!" 

 
 


